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Figure E1. Strategy of dimension reduction and cluster annotation. (A) A flow chart showing the process from the 10X dataset to clustering and annot
ating of cells, and the Seurat functions used for the analysis. (B) FeaturePlots projected the canonical biomarkers onto the major cell clusters to clarify the a
nnotations. EP; epithelial cell, FB; fibroblast, EC; endothelial cell, BC; B cell, TC; T cell, MA; mast cell, MY; myeloid cell.
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D. InferCNV of epithelial cells 
in tumor tissue using cells from 
NL and non-epithelial cells 
inside Tu tissue as reference

A. Individual clustering and 
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samples
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Figure E2. Strategy to secure barcodes for lung cancer cells. (A) After clustering and annotating of cells from paired NL and Tu, (B) barcodes of epi
thelial cells inside the Tu tissue were secured. Then the cells from NL and Tu were integrated and annotated. (C) The genetic alteration of epithelial cells
from Tu were inferred using the cells from NL and non-epithelial cells from Tu as a reference. (D) The clusters showing significant copy number alteratio
n were defined as a cancer cell and then (E) barcodes were secured. NL; Normal lung tissue. Tu: Tumor tissue.
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Figure E3
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Figure E3.  Visualization of the copy number alteration inferred from InferCNV package. The copy number alteration plot of individual Tu-NL paired s
amples of individual case visualized using InferCNV (left) and UMAP (top right), and a projection of cancer cells secured from InferCNV onto UMAP. NL; 
Normal lung tissue. Tu: Tumor tissue.



Figure E4

Figure E4. KEGG enriched pathway 

when cancer cell compared with no

rmal lung epithelial cells. (A) ERBB 

pathway and (B) apoptotic pathway. 

Graph was obtained using Pathview

R package.
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Figure E5

Figure E5. Expression of cytokines in immune and inflammatory cells.

(A) Dimension plots projecting cells expressing CXCL13 on entire clusters

divided by tissue origin. (B) A ridge plot showing gene set enrichment comparing

tumor associated macrophages with macrophages located in normal lung tissues.

(C) Dimension plots projecting myeloid cells co-expressing CD84 and CD11b.

Note that a few cells co-expressing CD84 and CD11b are scattered around the

CD163+CD14+ DC cluster. ITGAM is known as a cluster of differentiation

molecule 11b (CD11b). EP; epithelial cell, CA; cancer cell, FB; fibroblast, EC;

endothelial cell, TC; T cell, BC; B cell, MA; mast cell, MY; myeloid cell.
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